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iAbstract
Quantum memories are quantum light-matter interfaces able to receive, store
and retrieve a quantum state with a fidelity higher than any classical device.
They will be an essential element of future Quantum Key Distribution (QKD)
networks, where the properties of quantum systems are exploited to achieve
information-theoretic unconditional security. In this thesis, I studied the appli-
cation of Rubidium-vapour room-temperature quantum memories for the storage
of polarisation qubits and particularly the possibility of interfering the pulses
stored in the memory both at a classical and quantum level. The two-photon
interference effect is indeed at the basis of the recently developed Measurement-
Device-Independent QKD protocols. Specifically, I set up two twin polarisation
qubit sources and interfered their outputs to measure classical beat-note inter-
ference and quantum HOM two-photon interference. One of the pulses was then
stored in a quantum memory and interfered with the delayed output of the other
source. The storage time of the memory was adjusted to compensate for the
delay. I also designed and developed a driver for the electro-optic polarisation
modulator of the qubit source for a future QKD experiment. The driver is com-
posed of a 4-level high-voltage switch circuit and a FPGA I programmed to act
as a digital interface for both sources.
Sommario
Le memorie quantistiche sono interfacce luce-materia in grado di ricevere, mem-
orizzare e riprodurre uno stato quantistico con una “fidelity” piu` alta di qual-
siasi altro dispositivo classico. Saranno un elemento essenziale di future reti di
distribuzione di chiave quantistica (QKD), dove le proprieta` quantistiche della
materia sono struttate per permettere un livello assoluto di sicurezza. In questa
tesi, ho studiato l’applicazione delle memorie quantistiche a vapori di rubidio
a temperatura ambiente per la memorizzazione di qubit in polarizzazione ed in
particolare la possibilita` di far interferire gli impulsi immagazzinati sia a livello
classico che quantistico. L’interferenza a due fotoni e` infatti alla base dei pro-
tocolli Measurement-Device-Independent QKD recentemente sviluppati. Nello
specifico, ho realizzato due sorgenti di qubit in polarizzazione ed interferito i
loro output per misurare interferenza classica e interferenza quantistica a due fo-
toni. L’output di una delle sorgenti e` stato successivamente memorizzato in una
memoria ed ho misurato l’interferenza tra un impulso memorizzato ed un impulso
ritardato proveniente dall’altra sorgente. Il tempo di memoria puo` essere regolato
per compensare esattamente il ritardo inserito. Ho inoltre progettato e realizzato
un driver per il modulatore di polarizzazione elettro-ottico della sorgente di qubit
per un futuro esperimento di QKD. Il driver e` composto da un circuito di switch-
ing a 4 livelli in alta tensione ed un FPGA che ho programmato per fungere da
interfaccia digitale per entrambe le sorgenti.
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1
Introduction
The aim of this Chapter is to introduce the background of this work, particularly
the ideas behind Quantum Communication and how information can be encoded
in quantum states to achieve unconditional security, and the principle of opera-
tion of room-temperature Quantum Memories and their application as a building
block of future Quantum Networks. Specifically, I will explain the theory behind
electromagnetically induced transparency, the effect that enables the operation
of the quantum memories studied in this work.
1.1 Quantum Communication
1.1.1 Advantages of Quantum Cryptography
Classical protocols for sharing secure information can be divided into two main
approaches: private key cryptography and public key cryptography.
The critical step in private key cryptography is the exchange of a secret encryption
key. Provided that the channel is private, a randomly generated key of the same
length as the message will ensure that the communication be secure and the
encryption can then be performed by simple prococols such as the Vernam cypher
or one-time pad. The obvious issue with this type of cryptography is that it may
require an extremely long key, and for this reason public key cryptography was
developed in the 1970s. The security of this protocol is no longer ensured by the
secrecy of the keys, but by the complexity of the encryption algorithm which is
based, for instance, on multiplication for the widely employed RSA protocol. In
this case, an eavesdropper may try to decrypt the message and extract the key by
applying a factorisation or order-finding algorithm. Such algorithms do exist but
are classically inefficient and therefore the security of the protocol relies heavily
on the limited computational power of a possible eavesdropper.
When tested against a quantum adversary, these protocols fail.
1
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Figure 1.1: BB84 protocol
for Quantum Key Distribu-
tion: Alice encodes the in-
formation in the polarisation
of a photon, randomly choos-
ing between two bases. Ba-
sis {|H〉 , |V 〉} is the main basis
used to exchange the informa-
tion on the secret key. Basis
{|D〉 , |A〉} is used to detect the
presence of the eavesdropper.
Quantum computers have been shown to be extremely efficient at solving factori-
sation problems [?] and will easily defeat the RSA protocol. On the other hand,
classical random number generators used to produce the secret keys are determin-
istic and therefore only pseudo-random: efficient quantum algorithms for finding
patterns in a seemingly random sequence may guess the seed of the generator and
at any time predict the bits in the key. Luckily, Quantum Cryptography provides
a solution that will allow the exchange of secret keys along a public, untrusted
channel with provable unconditional security guaranteed by the laws of Physics
and independent of the computational power of a possible eavesdropper.
1.1.2 Quantum Key Distribution
In its most simple implementation, Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) is a quan-
tum version of private key cryptography.
In Quantum Cryptography, quantum information is exchanged in the form of
qubits encoded by the sender (usually referred to as Alice) in the quantum state
of single photons. The receiver (Bob) decodes the information by performing a
quantum measurement on the state.
Several Quantum Key Distribution protocols have been proposed and tested. The
most widely employed is BB84 (after Bennett and Brassard who proposed it in
1984 [4]), which exploits two non-orthogonal bases to encode qubits.
A key point in the protocol is the use of single photons and the non-orthogonality
of the two encoding bases which allows the parts to detect the presence of an
eavesdropper. Two fundamental theorems of Quantum Information state that:
Information gain implies disturbance. In any attempt to distin-
guish between two non orthogonal states, information gain is only
possible at the expense of introducing a disturbance to the signal.
No-cloning theorem. It is impossible to exactly copy an unknown
quantum state.
These results ensure that, by checking for disturbances in their signals, Alice and
Bob can quantitatively establish an upper bound on the information that may be
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Figure 1.2: MDI-QKD scheme: For po-
larisation encoding, at the measurement
device signals from Alice and Bob inter-
fere at a 50:50 beam-splitter (NPBS) fol-
lowed by two polarizing beam-splitters
(PBS) which project the input photons
into either horizontal (H) or vertical (V)
polarization states, then detected by four
single-photon detectors.
available to the eavesdropper.
1.1.3 Measurement-Device-Independent QKD
Direct Quantum Key Distribution may however suffer from loopholes in the de-
tection of the eavesdropper. These can actually be eliminated, as was first sug-
gested by Ekert in 1991 [5], by exploiting Entanglement to test for the presence of
an eavesdropper. Subsequent work by [?] proposed a Device-Independent QKD
scheme where a source of entangled qubits is located between the sender and the
receiver, and a secret key is generated by performing a Bell-state measurement on
the received entangled state. This would provide the parts with non-local corre-
lations, i.e., correlations that cannot be reproduced by shared randomness (local
variables), and the eavesdropper’s influence may be quantified by the amount
of violation of a Bell-type inequality. DI-QKD requires photon detectors with a
near-unitary efficiency and is therefore not realisable with the currently available
technology. However, it is possible to perform Measurement-Device-Independent
QKD, proposed by [6].
In MDI-QKD, both Alice and Bob prepare a string of random qubits and send
them to an untrusted relay (Charlie) located in the middle, who performs a Bell
state measurement that projects the incoming signals onto an entangled Bell
state. Contrary to DI-QKD, MDI-QKD does not require single photon states,
instead it can be performed with weak coherent pulses (WCP) containing an
average number of photons µ ∼ 1. A successful Bell-state measurement corre-
sponds to the observation of coincident counts in two of the detectors (associated
to orthogonal polarisations).
Thus, a key bit is generated if Alice’s and Bob’s qubits are encoded in the same
basis and correspond to orthogonal states. For BB84, this would correspond to
the pairs {|A〉 , |D〉} and {|H〉 , |V 〉} and Alice’s key is the complementary of
Bob’s.
From the information on the coincidence counts, which can be publicly shared by
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Coincidence Bell state
D1H ∧D2V |ψ−〉 = 1/
√
2 (|HV 〉 − |V H〉)
D1V ∧D2H |ψ−〉
D1H ∧D1V |ψ+〉 = 1/
√
2 (|HV 〉+ |V H〉)
D2H ∧D2V |ψ+〉
Table 1.1: Coincidence table for the Bell-state measurement
Charlie, Alice and Bob can then establish a correlation between their qubits and
extract a secret key. Unlike direct QKD, the key bits are not directly encoded in
the string measured by Bob, but the information on the key is only created after
a successful Bell-state measurement. In order to guess the key, the eavesdropper
would need both the information on the coincidence counts, and the information
on the two strings that are being sent by Alice and Bob. Since their laboratories
are well shielded and they exchange states with a subunitary mean photon num-
ber, the eavesdropper cannot gain information by the mere coincidence counts,
nor can he gain it by intercepting the flying qubits, as no information is encoded
in them unless a successful Bell-state measurement is performed.
1.1.4 Memory-assisted MDI-QKD
Memory-assisted-MDI-QKD is an extension of MDI-QKD, which inherits its re-
silience against detector attacks, and enhances its rate scaling.
MDI-QKD can only generate key bits if a successful Bell-state measurement is
performed, and this presumes that the two single photons arrive at the interfering
beam-splitter synchronised. In an out-of-the-lab implementation, the length of
the two communication channels may not always be identical, or even stabilised.
In MA-MDI-QKD, the photons transmitted by the users are stored each in a
QM before the Bell-state measurement. This allows the pulses to be dynamically
sincronised and the protocol to work even for communication channels that in
principle differ by kilometers (for storage times of the order of 10µs). The per-
formance of such a scheme is moreover enhanced if the storage in the quantum
memory can be heralded. In such a scheme, when a memorisation event occurs an
additional “heralding” photon is emitted by the quantum memory and, by imple-
menting a coincidence setup, it is possible to filter only the actual memorisation
events and discard noise.
1.2 Electromagnetically Induced Transparency
Quantum memories (QMs), are quantum light-matter interfaces capable of re-
ceiving, storing and retrieving photonic qubits with a higher fidelity than any
classical device. Before moving on to explaining the design and operation of
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quantum memories, it is useful to focus on understanding the theory behind the
storage of photons with room-temperature Rb-vapour cells, the type of quantum
memories analysed in this work. At the heart of the operation of such memories
is a coherent quantum-optical phenomenon called Electromagnetically-induced
transparency (EIT), first observed by Harris in 1991 [7].
1.2.1 Atomic model, dressed states and quantum inter-
ference
One of the possible level schemes that produce EIT is the Λ-like hyperfine scheme,
as pictured in Figure (1.3), where |2〉 is a long-lived metastable state and the
ground state |1〉 is separated from state |2〉 by a dipole-forbidden transition. The
control field ΩC and the probe field ΩP are respectively coupled to the |2〉 → |3〉
and |1〉 → |3〉 transitions. ∆P = ω31 − ωP and ∆C = ω32 − ωC represent the
one-photon detuning from resonance for the probe and control fields, while δ is
the two-photon detuning. γ31 and γ21 represent the decoherence rates of the two
excited states. The essential features of EIT and its application to the storage of
ΩC
ΩP
ΔCΔP δγ31
γ21
Figure 1.3: Λ-like hyperfine atomic level scheme
photons can be quantitatively described using a semiclassical analysis in which
the atom is treated as a quantum system, while the fields are classical. The
evolution of the atom-field system under EIT requires this description in terms of
state-amplitude or density-matrix equations as the control field induces a strong
coupling with the atomic states and the information on the phase and coherence
of the states can no longer be ignored. This is in contrast with the rate-equation
treatment of state populations which is appropriate when the coupling is weak.
The coupled Hamiltonian of the three-level system can be written in matrix form
using the rotating-wave approximation (derived in detail in [?]) as:
HEIT = −}
2
 0 0 ΩP0 −2δ ΩC
ΩP ΩC −2∆P
 (1.1)
where ΩP,C =
µEP,C
} is the Rabi frequency of the probe and control fields.
The eigenstates of the dressed atom (i.e. after coupling with the control field)
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can be written in terms of the mixing angles ϑ and φ and the bare atomic states:
tanϑ =
ΩP
ΩC
tan 2φ =
√
Ω2P+Ω
2
C
∆
(1.2)
|a+〉 = sinϑ sinφ |1〉+ cosφ |3〉+ cosϑ sinφ |2〉 (1.3)
|a−〉 = sinϑ cosφ |1〉 − sinφ |3〉+ cosϑ cosφ |2〉 (1.4)
|a0〉 = cosϑ |1〉 − sinϑ |2〉 (1.5)
The new gound-state |a0〉 contains no component of state |3〉 and this results in
the coherent population trapping in state |3〉. In other words, the control field
pumps electrons from state |2〉 to state |3〉. The probe field can be absorbed via
two main different excitation pathways (|1〉 → |3〉 or |1〉 → |3〉 → |2〉 → |3〉) but
thanks to the presence of the control field, the combined amplitudes of the two
processes interfere destructively and the probe field is not absorbed.
In the case of a weak probe field, ΩP  ΩC and δ = 0 the dressed states become:
tanϑ =
ΩP
ΩC
tan 2φ =
√
Ω2P+Ω
2
C
∆
(1.6)
|a+〉 = 1√
2
(|2〉+ |3〉) (1.7)
|a−〉 = 1√
2
(|2〉 − |3〉) (1.8)
|a0〉 = |1〉 (1.9)
1.2.2 The ensemble density operator
The dressed state picture presented so far can be generalised to describe a sta-
tistical ensemble of atoms and their interaction with optical fields. The Von
Neumann equation (1.10) gives the evolution in terms of the ensemble’s density
matrix ρ.
ρ˙ = − i
}
[H, ρ]− 1
2
{Γ, ρ} (1.10)
where the second term represents the decoherence caused by the spontaneous
decay of the excited states |3〉,|2〉 and H is the same of equation (1.1).
Assuming that γ21  γ31, by solving the equation we find:
ρ11 ≈ 1
ρ22 = ρ33 ≈ 0
ρ12 = ρ
∗
21 =
ΩCΩP
4(iγ21 + ∆C −∆P )(−iγ31 + ∆P ) + Ω2C
ρ13 = ρ
∗
31 =
2(γ21 − i(∆C −∆P ))ΩP
4(γ31 + i∆P )(−iγ21 −∆C + ∆P )− iΩ2C
The linear response of the medium near the resonance is then given by χ(1):
χ(1) =
2N |P31|
EP ε0
ρ13 (1.11)
where P represents the dipole momentum.
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1.2.3 A fully quantum treatment: dark-state polaritons
and adiabatic preparation
In order to better understand the effect of a time-varying control field on the
propagation of the probe field, it is necessary to adopt a full quantum treatment
of both fields and atoms, as done by Fleischhauer and Lukin in [1].
A crucial assumption is that the control field is varied slowly, so that the in-
teraction with the atomic ensemble is adiabatically and coherently controlled.
Furthermore, if the probe field is much weaker that the control field, EP can be
treated as a perturbative term and we may write the propagation equation for
EˆP (z, t) as: (
∂
∂t
+ c
∂
∂z
)
EˆP (z, t) = − g
2N
ΩC(t)
∂
∂t
(
EˆP (z, t)
ΩC(t)
)
(1.12)
where g is the atom-field coupling constant: g = P
√
ν
2}ε0V .
If ΩC = const, the right-hand-side term of the equation leads to a reduction in
the group velocity of the pulse to:
vg =
c
1 + g
2N
Ω2C
(1.13)
In general, if ΩC varies in time, the quantum field equation acquires a term
that corresponds to a reversible change in the field amplitude. Indeed, a simple
solution of the propagation equation is obtained by introducing a new quantum
field ψˆ(z, t), corresponding to a quasi-particle collective spin-wave excitation of
the medium, dark-state polariton, via the canonical transformation:
ψˆ(z, t) = cosϑ(t)EˆP (z, t)− sinϑ(t)
√
Nρˆ12(z, t) (1.14)
where:
cosϑ(t) =
ΩC(t)√
Ω2C + g
2N
(1.15)
ψˆ obeys the equation of motion:[
∂
∂t
+ c cos2 ϑ(t)
∂
∂z
]
ψˆ(z, t) = 0 (1.16)
which corresponds to a shape-preserving propagation with group velocity vg =
c cos2 ϑ(t).
Thus, the photonic quantum state can be coherently and reversibly mapped into a
collective atomic excitation by adiabatically rotating ϑ from 0 to pi/2 by changing
the strength of the control field, thus enabling the timed writing and reading of
the pulse out of the quantum memory.
1.2.4 EIT at room temperature
Typically, the observation of coherent phenomena in atomic media is hindered by
dephasing caused by collisions and inhomogenoeus broadening due to the Doppler
8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Figure 1.4: Evolution of the dark-state polariton ψˆ (top), probe field EˆP (bottom-
left), and atomic excitation ρˆ12 (bottom-right). From [1].
effect. EIT, however, can be successfully exploited to store single photons even
at room temperature. The key to room-temperature operation is that, during
storage, the information encoded in a single photon is not transferred to a single
atom, but to a collective excitation of the medium. A single photon interacts with
the whole atomic ensemble and the dark-state polariton created in the process
has a gaussian amplitude inside the volume.
Decoherence poses a limit on the maximum length of the cell, but as long as the
decoherence rates satisfy γ21  γ31, EIT can be sustained. Furthermore, at room
temperature the Doppler effect gives a substantial contribution to the broadening
and shifting of the resonance. By exploiting a hyperfine level system and making
sure that the probe and control field propagate collinearly, we can ensure that
the two lines are Doppler-shifted in the same way and that the Doppler effect
cancels out.
1.2.5 Macroscopic properties
From a macroscopic point of view, EIT results in a strong modification of the
linear susceptibility of the atomic medium. The linear susceptibility χ(1) is defined
as:
~P = 0χ
(1) ~E (1.17)
The imaginary part of χ(1), =[χ(1)] determines the dissipation and absorption
of the field and, for a dipole-allowed transition, it follows a Lorentzian function
with a width set by the damping. The real part <[χ(1)] instead determines the
refractive index and group velocity. Without EIT, <[χ(1)] follows the standard
dispersion profile, with anomalous dispersion at the absorption peak. =[χ(1)]
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Figure 1.5: Imaginary term of the linear susceptibility χ(1) under conditions of
EIT as a function of the probe field detuning ∆P , normalised over the dephasing
rate γ31, under the assumption of weak decoherence: γ21 = 10
−4γ31. The trans-
parency window widens increasing the relative strength of the control field. The
blue line corresponds to ΩC = 0.
undergoes destructive interference in the region of resonance of the probe field
(∆P = 0), which results in the medium being perfectly transparent to probe light.
This fact is not important in itself, but rather in conjuction with the fact that the
third-order susceptibility χ(3) displays instead a constructive interference peak.
Under EIT, <[χ(1)] displays steep normal dispersion instead of the standard less
steep anomalous dispersion. These changes in the response of the medium give
rise to a sharp reduction of the medium group velocity vgr, down to 10m/s for
cryogenic EIT with high optical densities.
vgr =
dωP
dkP
∣∣∣∣
(∆P=0)
=
c
n+ ωP
dn
dωP
∣∣∣∣∣
(∆P=0)
(1.18)
At the resonance, the refraction index is n = 1 and therefore the phase velocity
in the medium is the same as in vacuuum. The second-order susceptibility χ(2)
vanishes at resonance and this results in no group velocity dispersion. The ultra-
slow group velocity also induces a strong spatial compression of the pulse in the
longitudinal direction, with a ratio of vgr/c.
If we include the effect of decoherence, the window in = [χ(1)] loses transparency
and the transition becomes smoother.
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Figure 1.6: Real term of the linear susceptibility χ(1) under conditions of EIT as
a function of the probe field detuning ∆P , normalised over the dephasing rate
γ31, under the assumption of weak decoherence: γ21 = 10
−4γ31. The slope of the
curve changes sign with the onset of EIT, from standard anomalous dispersion to
steep normal dispersion. Increasing the relative strength of the control field, the
curve becomes less steep. The blue line corresponds to ΩC = 0.
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Figure 1.7: = [χ(1)] with stronger decoherence: γ21 = 10−1γ31
1.3 Quantum Memories
This work is specifically focused on room-temperature Rb-vapor quantum mem-
ories, which exploit electromagnetically-induced transparency to store photons.
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1.3.1 Overview of quantum memory designs
Over the past 10 years, several diverse approaches exploiting different physical
effects have been proposed and studied [8],[9], such as: atomic frequency comb
memories (AFC) based on solid-state atomic ensembles in rare-earth doped crys-
tals, Nitrogen vacancy (NV) centers in diamond, semiconductor quantum dots,
single trapped atoms in cavities, room-temperature and cold atomic gases ex-
ploiting Raman transitions or electromagnetically induced transparency, and op-
tical phonons in bulk diamond. Some of these designs have already demonstrated
quantum features such as the ability to store qubits and entanglement. Important
parameters in assessing the design’s performance are the QM’s fidelity, efficiency,
storage time, bandwidth and the conditions on its operation environment. All
approaches appear to be suitable in principle for high-fidelity and high-efficiency
operation, but complexity and all-environment operation are ultimately impor-
tant and pose technological challenges for a future large-scale implementation.
Fidelity. The most important parameter for the correct operation of the QM
is the fidelity, i.e., the ability of the QM to preserve the quantum state’s
wavefunction after storage.
It’s interesting to note that the information on the quantum state is coher-
ently transferred to the QM during the storage process, and the state is not
directly measured. The opposite happens for a “classical memory” where
the state is intercepted, measured and resent. Such a strategy comes at
odds with the quantum no-cloning theorem, which strictly limits the maxi-
mum fidelity to F = 71− 83.6%. A QM, on the other hand, can in a sense
defeat the quantum no-cloning theorem and achieve F = 100%.
Efficiency. Efficiency is defined as the probability to re-emit a photon that has
been stored. In cold atomic ensembles the efficiency can in principle be
close to one thanks to collective interference effects, while for warm-atomic
vapour systems the efficiency can be as low 1%.
Storage time. This is a critical parameter for applications in quantum com-
munication, as it determines the maximum channel length difference that
can be compensated by the QM in a MA-MDI-QKD scheme. The longest
storage times achieved in cryogenic systems are in the range of ms to s.
Bandwidth and wavelength. Wavelength is particularly important when con-
sidering the available photon sources and the requirements of the commu-
nication channel in which the memory is to be introduced. For free-space
channels, no limitations apply, whereas for fiber-optic links the wavelength
needs to match the fiber’s transparency window. Most implementations
aim for bandwidths in the range of 100MHz to 1GHz.
Capacity to store multiple modes. This is capability may allow a multipli-
cation of the repetition rate, which may be useful in QKD where the bit-rate
of the communication has to be kept high (1GHz) in order to overcome the
losses in the channel and achieve a positive key-rate.
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Complexity This is the decisive requirement for large-scale operation. Most
solid-state implementations require cryostats and micro- or nanofabrica-
tion, while atomic approaches may require laser cooling and trapping. On
the other hand, room temperature QMs with vapor cells benefit from easy
operation without the need for laser cooling and trapping, promoting the
scalability.
1.3.2 Room-temperature Rb-vapour Quantum Memory for
polarisation qubits
The application of EIT to the storage of photons was first put forward by Fleis-
chhauer and Lukin in 2000 [1]. The first Rb-vapor quantum memory for storage
of an arbitrary polarisation state working at room temperature was realised by
Figueroa and collaborators in 2014 [10] and it is on this design that the present
work is based.
Figure 1.8: Dual-rail QM setup for storage of arbitrary polarisation qubits in a
warm Rb vapour cell under EIT
Frequency locking
A crucial element in the setup is the frequency locking of the probe and control
fields, without which EIT cannot happen. In the case of Rubidium, the probe
and control field are locked to two hyperfine-split transitions. The probe field
frequency is stabilized to the 5S1/2F = 1 → 5P1/2F = 1 transition at a wave-
length λ = 795 nm which corresponds to a frequency of ν = 377 THz while
the control field interacts with the 5S1/2F = 2 → 5P1/2F = 1 transition. The
frequency difference between states |2〉 and |1〉 is ∆ν = 6.835 GHz. Both lines
are inhomogeneously broadened by the Doppler effect and this ensures that EIT
can happen even at large one-photon detunings ∆P,C as long as the two-photon
detuning is locked at δ = 0. This is achieved by phase-locking the control field to
a frequency difference equal to the separation of the two lines, ∆ν. The bandwith
of the EIT process is 1MHz and, by repeatedl mixing the signal, the locking is
achieved with a precision of the order of the kHz.
Rubidium cell
At the heart of the setup is the Rubidium cell. The cell contains a vapour of
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Figure 1.9: Schematic of the phase-locking setup used to lock the probe and
control fields to the proper transitions for EIT. The probe and control laser in-
terfere at a beam splitter, thus generating a beat note at a frequency equal to
their frequency difference, 6.835 GHz. The signal is read by a photodiode and
subsequently mixed with an electrical signal from a local oscillator at 6.8 GHz to
produce a beat note at 40 MHz, before being fed to a feedback network which
filters and locks the phase.
87Rb and Kripton gas. The role of Kr is to act as a buffer and reduce the
collisions between Rb atoms which would result in dephasing and decoherence of
EIT. The cell is heated at a temperature of 60◦C. It is crucial that the cell be
heated uniformly, otherwise Rb might condensate on the surface and degrade the
visibility and performance of the cell. The cell also needs to be shielded from
electro-magnetic noise present in the environment.
Figure 1.10: Section of the
Rubidium cell showing the
heating and shielding layers
Dual-rail operation
Storage via EIT does not strictly preserve the polarisation, however, the two
orthogonal components can be mapped into two spatially distanced beams in a
dual-rail configuration where two independent coherently prepared volumes exist
in the same Rb-cell.
Filtering system
EIT requires the control field to be much stronger tha nthe probe signal, therefore
it is necessary to introduce a filtering setup after the Rb-cell, which needs to
provide at least 102dB of the control field suppression. The setup is composed of a
polarising beam splitter, which reflects the control field (polarised |V 〉, orthogonal
to the |H〉 probe field which is transmitted) and two etalon resonators with a
bandwidth of 40 and 24 MHz, respectively. The wavelength separation between
the probe and control field is so narrow (∆λ ∼ 1pm) that the etalons are not
simply aligned, as this would not be sufficient, but their thickness is temperature-
controlled. The effective control/probe suppression ratio is 130dB. A Faraday
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Figure 1.11: The arbitrary polarisation state of the probe field is mapped into two
spatial modes by a beam displacer and overlapped with the control field (whose
polarisation is fixed on |D〉) after a Glan laser polariser.
isolator is placed between the two etalons to prevent back-reflection from the
second etalon from damaging the first.
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Figure 1.12: Schematic of the filtering setup: first a polarising beam-splitter
reflects the control field, providing 42dB extinction, then two etalon resonators
screened by a Faraday isolator provide 50dB each.
2
Outline and goals of this work
2.1 Context
The present work fits in the broader framework of an ongoing collaboration
between the QuantumFuture research group at the University of Padova, and
the Quantum Information and Technology group at Stony Brook University
(NY,USA). The main expertise of the group in Padova is Quantum Commu-
nication, while Stony Brook focuses its research on the development of room-
temperature Quantum Memories.
A joint experiment conducted at Stony Brook in 2016 demonstrated the operation
of a functional elementary quantum network by combining free-space propagation
of random single-photon level BB84 polarisation qubits and their storage and
retrieval in a room-temperature quantum memory.
Weak coherent pulses were generated with acousto-optic modulators (aoms) at
the single photon level encoding polarisation states in a randomised sequence.
The random qubits were sent over a 20m-long free-space link and coupled into
a dual-rail room-temperature quantum memory and after storage and retrieval
were analysed in a four-detector setup. With a bare quantum memory operation
Figure 2.1
a QBER = 11.9% was achieved for µ = 1.6. This value lies just outside of the
region for positive key rate generation, indicating not fully-secure communication.
By applying noise reduction techniques the QBER was lowered to 3% for µ = 1,
15
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Figure 2.2: QBER vs mean
photon number, colour-coded
by key generation rate. The
intersection between light
blue and dark blue (negative
key rate area) corresponds
to the boundary for the
positive key rate. The white
dots indicate the bare and
noise-free regimes. From [2] .
which is well above the secure communication threshold.
2.2 Objectives
Building on the results of the 2016 experiment, the two groups are continuing the
collaboration with the ultimate goal of realising MA-MDI-QKD where the Bell-
state measurement is assisted by two quantum memories, one for each channel.
An intermediate goal, which is covered in this thesis, is to observe classical in-
terference and Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) two-photon interference between weak
coherent pulses after storage in a room-temperature quantum memory.
2.3 Challenges and methods
Twin qubit sources The previous experiment used four beams pulsed by four
aoms to produce the four polarisation states and the frequency of switching
was limited to 20kHz. In order to increase the switching frequency and
simplify the design, it is better to use an electro-optic modulator (eom),
which can directly modulate the polarisation of a single beam, together with
an aom, which is used for pulsing. eoms are very sensitive to alignment,
which needs to be optimised in order to produce the correct polarisation
modulation.
Quantum memory The setup and parameters of the quantum memories should
ensure optimal fidelity in for the storage of polarisation qubits.
HOM interference setup Two-photon interference arises from the indistin-
guishability of two photons in different paths and therefore requires precise
alignment, mode-matching, stabilised polarisation and a time-coincidence
setup.
Driver and control electronics for QKD With QKD applications in mind,
the eom needs a driver able to switch between four high voltage levels (in
the range 0− 500V) with suitable frequency and duty cycle and low ripple.
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In addition, the system needs a digital interface, implemented on an FPGA,
which produces the triggers for the four voltage levels of the eom driver,
for the aom and for the detectors.
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3
Setup of the twin qubit sources
The setup of the two qubit sources (Alice and Bob) is identical. The light for both
Alice and Bob is derived from the same laser source at 795nm, which is locked
to a control laser with a frequency difference of 8.35GHz. Two acousto-optic
modulators (aoms) generate two gaussian pulses 400ns-long with a repetition
rate of 20kHz. aoms are driven by a frequency modulation and an amplitude
modulation, which can be set on a DC level for CW operation. Because of the
frequency modulation at ν=80MHz, the aoms produce three output beams with
frequency shifts {−ν, 0,+ν}.
An iris selects the +ν component for both Alice and Bob, and these are then
coupled into two polarisation-maintaining (PM) fibers that reach the electro-
optic polarisation setup. The mode entering the PM fiber is aligned at coupling
with the fast axis of the fiber, so that the polarisation at the output is stable with
more than 50dB of extinction ratio. At the output of the fiber, a half wave-plate
rotates the polarisation to horizontal while a polariser and quarter waveplate
eliminate any residual ellipticity.
The electro-optic polarisation modulator (eom) is a Pockels cell type modulator
and consists of two lithium niobate (LiNbO3) crystals. Voltage applied across the
crystal structure induces change in the indices of refraction (both ordinary and
extraordinary), leading to an electric field dependent birefringence. An optical
wave with polarisation components on both the ordinary and extraordinary axes
of the crystal will experience a change in polarisation state arising from the
relative phase delay between the orthogonal components. Thus, the electro-optic
crystal acts as a variable waveplate with retardance linearly dependent on the
applied voltage.
Lithium niobate exhibits a static temperature-dependent birefringence which may
cause variations in the output polarisation. To minimize this effect, the two
lithium niobate crystals are rotated 90◦ one with respect to the other so that the
static birefrincence induced by the first is cancelled by the second crystal. This
way, the temperature sensitivity of the crystal is typically < 1mrad/◦C. In order
for the eom to produce the correct polarisation modulation, the beam needs to
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Polarisation |H〉 |L〉 |V 〉 |R〉
Voltage 0V 1
2
Vpi = 131.6V Vpi = 263.2V
3
2
Vpi = 394.7V
Table 3.1: eom voltages and corresponding polarisation shifts
be aligned orthogonally to the ordinary and extra-ordinary axes of the crystal.
The voltage required to produce a polarisation shift of pi is called the half-wave
voltage and is given by:
Vpi =
λ
n2Er33 − nOr13
d
L
(3.1)
where r33 and r13 are the Pockels coefficients and d and L are the thickness
and length of the crystal. The indices of refraction are themselves functions of
the wavelength and temperature, however, for room-temperature operation the
formula can be simplified as:
Vpi = 0.361λ[nm] − 23.844V (3.2)
Assuming an input horizontal polarisation |H〉 and a wavelength of 795nm, the
voltages required to produce the four states employed in the BB84 protocol are:
The |L〉 and |R〉 polarisation states correspond to left-handed and right-handed
circular polarisations and can be transformed to |A〉 and |D〉 states by a quarter
waveplate placed at the output of the eom and aligned parallel to either |H〉 or
|V 〉.
Although this kind of eom can handle switching frequencies up to 100MHz, the
main drawback associated to it is the fact that it requires high driving voltages
and therefore the design of a fast driver for switching applications is not straight-
forward.
The output of the system is coupled to two 20m-long single-mode optical fibers
which reach the quantum memory and interference setup. Single-mode fibers do
not preserve the polarisation, and the output state varies depending on the stress
and bending applied to the fiber. It is therefore essential to stabilise the fiber so
that no accidental change in the polarisation occurs. Without external distur-
bance, the extinction ratio measured at the output of the fiber is above 40dB,
meaning that the polarisation does not change considerably. Most importantly,
any two orthogonal input modes remain orthogonal after propagation through a
single-mode fiber, which would not have been the case for PM fibers, which only
maintain the modes that are aligned to the fast and slow axes.
4
Hong-Ou-Mandel interference with polarisation
qubits
4.1 Hong-Ou-Mandel interference
Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) interference is a quantum interference phenomenon first
observed in 1987 [11] which occurs when two indistinguishable photons are fed to
two input ports of a 50:50 beam-splitter. HOM interference is fundamental for
MDI-QKD applications.
With classical light, a beam-splitter acts as a power-splitter, by simply divid-
ing the power at the two output ports by the ratio of transmissivity/reflectivity
associated to the beam-splitter. In the case of a single photon entering the beam-
splitter, because of its indivisibility, the process becomes probabilistic and the
photon can either be reflected with probability R, or transmitted with probabil-
ity (1−R), where R is the reflectivity of the beam-splitter.
For an input quantum state with a single photon at each port of a R:(1-R) beam-
splitter,
ψIN = |1〉 ⊗ |1′〉 (4.1)
the output state is a quantum superposition of four possible cases, each weighted
by their probability. In the case of reflection, the output state acquires an i factor.
ψOUT = R(1−R)i |0〉 ⊗ |1 + 1′〉 + R(1−R)i |0〉 |1 + 1′〉 ⊗ |0〉
+ (1−R)(1−R) |1〉 ⊗ |1′〉 − R2 |1′〉 ⊗ |1〉
For a perfect 50:50 beam-splitter, if indeed the two photons |1〉 and |1′〉 are indis-
tinguishable, the last two terms in ψOUT - corresponding to both photons being
either reflected or transmitted - cancel out in destructive quantum interference
and the two photons always exit the beam-splitter at the same port. This inter-
ference can be measured by observing the coincidence between photons detected
at the two outputs. With indistinguishable single-photon Fock states the coinci-
dence counts fall to zero and the visibility of the HOM dip is 100%.
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Figure 4.1: HOM interference with single photons
When weak coherent pulses (WCP) obeying Poissonian statistics are fed to the
beam-splitter ports the maximum achievable visibility is instead 50% [12], while
for an arbitrary reflectivity the maximum visibility is R.
4.2 Setup
In principle, the setup needed to observe HOM interference is simple: a non-
polarising beam-splitter (NPBS) and two single-photon counters.
This apparent simplicity hides several pitfalls which stem from the fact that the
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Figure 4.2: Setup for HOM interference
two interfering photons need to be indistinguishable:
Polarisation stability. For the interference to be observable, the two beams
need to have the same polarisation. Three compensation plates {λ/4 −
λ/2 − λ/4} were rotated to (for each beam) minimise the power detected
by D1V and D2V , which corresponds to fixing the polarisation on |H〉 for
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both Alice and Bob.
The visibility of |H〉, defined as the ratio of power measured in the |H〉 port
of the beam-splitter over the total power was optimised at 90− 98%.
Alignment. This is important both for the visibility of the interference and
the detection. Improving the alignment results in better visibility of the
interference and, given that the single-photon counters are fiber-coupled,
equal efficiencies of detection for both beams.
Mode-matching. Once the alignment is ensured, by matching the modes of the
two beams, the maximum overlap is achieved at the beam-splitter.
Detection. The coupling efficiency was optimised to increase the SNR.
4.3 Classical interference
The first step towards measuring HOM quantum interference is to measure clas-
sical interference between the sources.
As explained in Chapter 3, the AOMs used to generate the light pulses output
three beams with {−ν, 0,+ν} frequency shifts, where ν is the frequency modu-
lation applied to the AOM. By driving Alice’s and Bob’s AOMs with different
frequencies ν and ν ′, a beat-note sinusoidal modulation at a frequency ν − ν ′ is
created after the beam-splitter and this corresponds to classical interference in
the time domain.
Clearly, quantum and classical interference are entirely different phenomena, with
the first requiring the indistinguishability of photons and the second requiring a
frequency difference, yet, quantum interference cannot be observed if the setup is
not precisely coupled, matched and aligned so that classical interference can be
measured in the first place.
4.3.1 Continuous wave classical interference
The frequencies of the two AOMs were set at 80MHz and 79MHz, so as to create
a beat-note modulation at 1MHz. Both outputs of the NPBS are then coupled
into a single-mode fiber and the signal was detected using a photodiode.
In addition, a removable mirror can be placed on one of the paths to direct the
free-space beam to the photodetector. The free-space measurement is particu-
larly relevant to verify the polarisation stability of the setup: the fiber-coupled
outputs are indeed placed after two PBSs needed for the polarisation alignment
(and for a future upgrade of the setup to perform a Bell-state measurement)
and therefore any polarisation fluctuations would be indistinguishable from input
power fluctuations.
Figure (4.3) shows the fluctuations of the free-space fringes over 20ms. The visi-
bility of the fringes is 90%. The ripple observed on the maximum is 4% while the
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one measured for the minimum is 0.9%. This is a proof that the residual fluctua-
tions are only due to the power fluctuating at the input of the interferometer, and
not to changes in the polarisation. If polarisation fluctuations had been present,
the visibility would also be affected and modulated by the fluctuations.
Figure 4.3: Zoomed-out view of the 1MHz beat-note interference fringes for CW
operation.
The classical beat-note interference was measured for two 1MHz-shifted beams.
The visibility of the 1-MHz modulated fringes is 98%.
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Figure 4.4: Classical interference of two continuous wave beams, 1MHz-shifted in
frequency.
4.3.2 Classical interference with pulses
The following step in the measurement was to observe classica beat-note interfer-
ence with two 400-ns long pulses produced by the sources. In order to observe a
modulation in the gaussian pulse, the frequency difference was increased to 5MHz.
Figure (4.5) shows the interfering gaussian pulses modulated by the 5MHz fringes.
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Figure 4.5: Classical interference of two 400ns-long pulses, 5MHz-shifted in fre-
quency.
4.4 Quantum interference
Once the setup was optimised for classical measurements, the optical power emit-
ted by the sources was decreased using an attenuator to produce two weak co-
herent pulses (WCP) at the input of the interferometer containing less than one
photon each. The frequency modulation of the AOMs was set on 80MHz for both
sources. The whole setup was screened from background environmental light and
the fiber-coupled signal was fed to a single-photon counter.
The signals read from the two photon counters were time-tagged for the coinci-
dence analysis. The ROI (region of interest) for the coincidence analysis was set
on an interval of 1.5µs centered on the peak for the unfiltered counts and divided
in 100bins, 15ns-long. The data was then filtered to select only the events where
a single-photon count was registered both in detector 1 and 2. The result of the
filtering is shown in Figure (4.7).
In the case of HOM with single-photon Fock states, the coincidence counts should
be zero. However, since WCP are employed in the experiment, the histogram
follows again a gaussian curve and is peaked at the same time bin as the two
unfiltered histograms.
When HOM interference is measured with short pulses, it is possible to scan the
coincidence curve as a function of the time delay between the two pulses. In this
case, the 400ns-long pulses allow us to employ an alternative technique developed
by [?], where the pulses are overlapped and the coincidence scan is performed
between different time bins within the two detected single-photon histograms.
We fixed the time-bin j of one histogram, and scanned for coincidence counts in
the second histogram. With this method, the two-photon coincidence histogram
is still a gaussian, but it is possible to observe a superimposed HOM dip centered
on the j − th time bin. Without the j selection, the effect is averaged over all
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Figure 4.6: Histrogram with the unfiltered counts in detector 1 and 2.
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Figure 4.7: Filtered histogram corresponding single-photon counts for both de-
tectors.
bins and the HOM is not observable.
The best visibility is in principle achieved by selecting a j time bin at the peak of
the histogram, which in our case corresponds to bins 45± 1. Figure (4.8) shows
the results of the bin selection and scanning.
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Figure 4.8: HOM dip for two-photon coincidences, filtered on time bins at the
pulse peak
The measured visibility of the HOM dip is:
VHOM = 12% (4.2)
Several factors contributed to reducing this value:
1. First of all, by using WCP the maximum achievable visibility is 50%.
2. The reflectivity of the 50:50 NPBS is optimised for a wavelength of 780nm,
and at λ = 795nm the reflectivity was measured to be R = 40− 45%.
3. The most limiting factor is however the continuous background which affects
the data. This background is independent of the environment and, as was
realised after the experiment, appears to be generated by the aoms.
The power in the input branches of the interferometer was equalised while
still observing the classical pulses and then attenuated at the main source,
whose beam is then divided to become the input of Alice’s and Bob’s aoms.
The optical response of aoms appears to depend on the input number of
photons and for weak pulses interaction with the sound wave inside the
AOM becomes a scattering process. The reduced efficiency of the aom
results in CW leakage light most likely constitutes the background in the
data. By attenuating after the aom the CW leakage light would probably
be substantially reduced.
An order of magnitude of this efficiency loss is given by the SNR of the
pulse histograms, and is 36− 42%.
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In principle, all these effects have a multiplicative effect and the expected visibility
is:
V theorHOM = 50%⊗ 2R⊗ SNR = 16− 18% (4.3)
which is coherent with what is observed in the experiment.
5
Storage and interference with quantum memory
After measuring the interference between the two pulses generated by the two
sources, the setup was modified to include a quantum memory in the Alice chan-
nel, before the interferometer.
5.1 Storage of pulses in a room-temperature quan-
tum memory
The 400-ns long pulses produced by Alice’s AOM are +80MHz shifted with
respect to the input laser and therefore the frequency lock of the control field has
to be adjusted to compensate for this shift and maintain the condition on the
two-photon detuning δ = 0.
The storage was performed with classical pulses containing on average 108 pho-
tons, so that the SNR ratio between probe and control field is high enough that
the control field can be filtered without requiring the etalon setup, and the 40dB
provided by the output PBS are sufficient.
The adiabatic preparation of the atoms in the memory is achieved by varying the
control field power. The processi is composed of three stages: writing, storage
and retrieval.
Writing. When the pulse arrives at the memory the control field is high and
the pulse is slowed down to the reduced group velocity vg, that arises from
EIT, and compressed in length to a factor of c/vg. In the case of our room-
temperature Rb-vapour quantum memory, vg ∼ 105m/s and for 400ns-long
pulses the pulse length is compressed from d = 120m to d ∼ 10cm which is
comparable to the size of the Rb-vapour cell (5cm).
Storage Immediately after the pulse enters the memory, the control field is re-
duced to zero over a time interval of 10ns and as explained in Section (1.2.3)
this creates a coherent transfer (mapping) of the amplitude from the probe
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Figure 5.1: Cartoon representation of the storage process: (a) Time variation of
the control field. (b) Storage under ideal conditions. (c) Realistic storage.
field to the collective spin excitation of the medium (the dark-state polari-
ton). The amplitude of the spin excitation is proportional to the strength
of the control field, as per Eq. (1.15). The storage time is limited by the
lifetime of the dark-state polariton. In other words, atomic coherence is
preserved in the medium until collisions and radiative decay prevail.
Retrieval The retrieval of the pulse is triggered by the control field. As the
control is turned back on, the coherence is transferred back from the spin
wave to the probe field.
Under realistic conditions, the group velocity may not be sufficiently reduced by
EIT to compress the whole probe pulse inside the medium, so that the front of
the pulse escapes the cell before control field is turned off. Accordingly, the tail
of the pulse may not be stored since it does not enter the medium during the
writing stage.
Moreover, the bandwidth of the pulse should match the bandwidth of EIT which
is 1MHz.
Figure (5.2) shows the results obtained for the storage of pulses for intervals
varied between 500ns and 2.9µs. The peak on the left represents the portion of
the pulse which is slowed down but is unstored. The retrieved stored pulse is also
truncated and the retrieval efficiency decays exponentially with increasing storage
time. This degradation is caused by decoherence of the atomic excitations which
result in a reduced optical depth. The coherence time of the quantum memory
was estimated to be τ = 1µs. The Rb-vapour quantum memories studied in this
work have been proved to be able to preserve the coherence and store pulses for
τ = 40µs. The reason for the reduced coherence observed in this experiment is
most likely due to non-perfect EIT conditions in the cell, particularly, residual
magnetic fields and a non-uniform heating of the cell.
Temperature disomogeneities may cause the formation of rubidium condensation
on the windows of the cell, which results in reduced visibility and efficiency.
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Figure 5.2: Retrieved pulse shape after different storage times. Decoherence
causes an exponential decay of the storage efficiency.
Figure 5.3: Picture showing the Rb con-
densation on the window of a vapour
cell. In order to eliminate the condesa-
tion, the cell has to be removed from the
quantum memory and placed on a spe-
cial heater: repeated slow heating cy-
cles at 70−80◦C regenerate the cell and
eliminate the condensation.
5.2 Pulse interference with a quantum memory
The first step towards realising MA-MDI-QKD is to demonstrate that it is pos-
sible to use the quantum memory in one channel to match for delays introduced
in the other channel and measure interference between the stored pulse and the
delayed pulse.
In the following experiment, one pulse was stored in the quantum memory, while
the other was sent directly from the source to the interferometer. The unstored
pulse was delayed and shifted in frequency to observe classical beat-note interfer-
ence between the stored and unstored pulses.
Figure (5.5) shows the effect of the control field on the interference. Without
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Figure 5.4: Storage of classical 400ns-long pulses for 10µs under optimal condi-
tions: both polarisations are stored with the same efficiency
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Figure 5.5: Interference of classical 400ns-long stored and delayed pulses, 9MHz-
shifted in frequency, after storage for 1µs
EIT and modulation of the control field, the two pulses produced by the sources
(in red in the graph), do not overlap and no interference can be observed. By
modulating the control field, instead, it is possible to match the storage time
of the memory to the 1µs delay introduced in the other channel and beat-note
interference fringes appear. The same measurement was performed by varying
the frequency difference and storage time and Figure (5.6) shows the result for a
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Figure 5.6: Interference of classical 400ns-long stored and delayed pulses after
storage for 1.9µs
storage time of 1.9µs and frequency difference of 2MHz. Despite the weak signal,
the interference still exhibits a visibility above 70%.
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6
Setup for the random polarisation qubit source
In order to perform the storage and interference of pulses, the polarisation could
be manually varied by applying the appropriate high voltage to the eoms through
a DC power supply and HV amplifier. For MDI-QKD applications, however,
the twin sources’ eoms should be driven independently to produce a random
polarisation modulation with a switching frequency equal to the repetition rate
of the pulses produced by the aoms.
In this Chapter, I will present the design and implementation of a high-voltage
switching circuit, together with the development of the digital interface, imple-
mented on an fpga, which is needed to produce the triggers for the four voltage
levels of the eom driver, for the aom and for the detectors.
6.1 Design and implementation of a driver cir-
cuit for the EOM
For BB84 qubits, the EOM driver needs to switch between four voltage levels in
order to generate the states {|H〉 , |A〉 , |V 〉 , |D〉}. For an input |H〉 polarisation
state and a wavelength of 795nm, these voltage levels become:
The optical pulses generated by the AOMs are gaussian, 400ns-long and have a
repetition rate of 20kHz. For each period, the EOM driving signal should be a
squared pulse synchronised with the AOM pulse. The duration, ripple, rising-
and falling-time of the driving pulse should be optimised so that the polarisation
is modulated uniformly for each optical pulse.
Polarisation |H〉 |A〉 |V 〉 |D〉
Voltage 0V 1
2
Vpi = 131.6V Vpi = 263.2V
3
2
Vpi = 394.7V
Table 6.1: EOM voltages and corresponding polarisation shifts
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6.1.1 General idea of the design
From an electronic point of view, the EOM represents a capacitive load (Cload=14pF)
driven by the driver’s voltage and referenced to ground. Essentially, the high-
voltage switch is implemented with a voltage-controlled n-channel high-voltage
mosfet.
• The drain (D) is connected to the HV rail
• The gate (G) is controlled by a logic signal, which will be
the switch trigger produced by the fpga.
• The source (S) is connected to the load and ground.
• When the input is “high” - above V (th)GS - the switch is acti-
vated and current flows in the DS channel.
The design contains three high-voltage mosfets, whose drain terminals are con-
nected to V3pi/2, Vpi and Vpi/2, respectively. The source terminals are isolated by
high-voltage diodes and connected to the load. The gates of the three mosfets
are driven by logic signals produced by the fpga which at every period triggers
one of the three channels, corresponding to a switch to polarisation |D〉, |V 〉 or
|A〉. The fourth state |H〉 simply corresponds to ground and is produced when
all three channels are off.
The advantage of this configuration is that the switch is voltage-controlled and
power is dissipated only during switching process. However, since the load is con-
nected between S and GND, the switch is in a high-side configuration and direct
logic drive is not possible. Given that in this design the source terminals swing
from GND to HV, the gate voltage must be referenced to the source otherwise the
threshold condition would never be satisfied. A gate driver is therefore needed
between the mosfet and digital input and a bootstrap circuit is necessary.
6.1.2 Bootstrap gate drive technique
In the bootstrap technique, a gate driver is accompanied by a bias circuit, both
referenced to the source of the main mosfet transistor so that both the driver
and the bias circuit swing between the input high-voltage rail and ground together
with the source of the device. However, the driver and its floating bias can be
implemented by low voltage circuit elements since the input voltage is never
applied across their components. The driver and the ground referenced control
signal are linked by a level-shift circuit which must tolerate the high voltage
difference and considerable capacitive switching currents.
A typical implementation representing the bootstrap technique is displayed in
Figure (6.1). The level-shift circuit is comprised of a high-side gate driver, a
bootstrap diode DBST , a driver capacitor CDRV , a high-voltage n-channel mos-
fet, a bootstrap capacitor CBST and a gate resistor Rgate.
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Figure 6.1: Typical scheme for n-mosfet gate switching with bootstrap technique
The circuit operation is treated extensively in [13] and can be summarized as
follows:
1. During the off time of the switch, CBST is charged to the VCC level through
DBST . This current is supplied by CDRV .
2. When the logic input goes high to turn on the mosfet, the gate charge
necessary to establish the threshold voltage V
(th)
GS is drawn from CBST .
3. As the mosfet turns on, its source swings to the positive input rail HV.
DBST blocks the input voltage and power to the driver is provided from the
bootstrap capacitor.
4. At turn-off, the logic input goes low turning off the mosfet. The voltage
on the load swings back to ground.
5. As the gate of the mosfet discharges, the drain-to-source voltage increases
and the source transitions to ground, allowing DBST to turn-on and the
charging cycle for CBST to restart.
6.1.3 Dimensioning and simulation
MOSFET. The maximum drain-source voltage of the mosfet should be suffi-
cient to stand the required high voltage. The on-state resistance of the
channel R
(on)
DS should be as low as possible so as to generate less heat.
The mosfet chosen is a tk31a60w with V
(max)
DS = 600V , R
(on)
DS = 73mΩ,
Vth = 3.7V , ton = 70ns and toff = 165ns.
Gate driver. The selected component is a ir2117 high-side, high-speed non-
inverting gate driver able to withstand an offset of the level-shift circuit up
to 600V. The driver can source and sink I = 290− 600mA with a turn-on
and turn-off time of 230ns. The input logic level high of the ir2117 is 9.5V
and the driver cannot be interfaced direcly with the logic signals from the
fpga.
Bootstrap capacitor. The value of the bootstrap capacitor is crucial in detem-
ining the maximum on time of the switch. The value of CBST must be at
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least:
CBST =
QCB
∆VCB
=
QG + ton · IB
∆VCB
(6.1)
where IB = 400µA is the supply bias current of the ir2117 and∆VCB =
1%VCC = 0.15V is the maximum allowable voltage ripple. For ton = 2µs
CBST & 700n and a value CBST = 1µF as chosen.
Driver capacitor. As a rule of thumb, the driver capacitor must satisfy CDRV ∼
10 · CBST and CDRV = 10µF.
Gate resistor. The purpose of the gate resisitor is to dampen any oscillations
in the output of the gate driver. The optimal value was calculated to be
Rgate = 62Ω.
Bootstrap and output diodes. The voltage rating of DBST and DOUT must
be sufficiently high to stand-off the high-side mosfet drain voltage and
a current rating greater than or equal to the maximum average current at
switching. It must also have a sufficiently fast reverse-recovery time to avoid
momentarily sourcing current from the high-voltage drain supply into the
lower voltage VCC supply.
Pull-down resistor. A 10Ω resistor is placed between the output to the eom
and ground to create a discharge path for the eom when all switches are
off.
HV DC-DC converter The high-voltage is supplied by a DC-DC converter,
which for ann input voltage of 12V produces an output voltage of 500V,which
is then divided to produce V3pi/2 , Vpi and Vpi/2. The output current of 20mA
is not sufficient for switching the load, therefore a 1µF storage capacitor
is placed between each drain and ground and acts a charge reservoir for
switching.
Figure (6.2) shows the results of the design and simulation of the individual
switch.
The circuit was realised on a two-layer PCB, whose design is shown in Figure
(6.4) and (6.5).
6.2 Electronic control of the setup via FPGA
For both Alice and Bob, the fpga digital interface controls the triggering of one
of the four BB84 polarisation states produced by the driver, the triggering of the
aom which produces the pulse and the triggering of the detectors.
The chip employed is a Zedboard. The device was programmed using the Xilinx
Vivado suite and VHDL hardware programming language. The design is essen-
tially composed of three logic modules per source: a block memory generator, a
pulse-shaping block and an EOM switching block. All signals are timed with a
100MHz Clock and the design also includes an asynchronous Reset.
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(a) Circuit schematic of one of the three parallel switches.
(b) Simulated square pulses: input VIN = 10V (red), MOSFET gate signal Vgate =
HV + Vcc (green) and output signal Vout = HV (blue).
Figure 6.2: Schematic and simulation results of one of the three switches.
Figure 6.3: Output pulse signal Vout (blue), gate signal Vgate (green) and gate
current IRgate (red). The simulation shows that the current sourced and sunk by
the gate driver (±150mA) is within the operational limits of the IR2117.
Pulse-shaping block. The digital interface is designed to operate at a switching
frequency of 20kHz, so the role of the first block is to reshape the clock and
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Figure 6.4: Complete circuit schematic
Figure 6.5: PCB layout: top layer (red) and bottom layer (blue)
produce the triggering signals for the update of the memory address next-
address, the enabling of the switching and the aom and detector trigger.
Block memory generator. The two memory blocks are loaded with two co-
efficient files which contain two binary random sequences. The address is
updated at the beginning of each 50µs cycle of the switch and the word
read from the memory is teo-bits long. The output of the memory is then
fed to the EOM-switching block.
EOM switching block. The EOM block produces the signals that are used as
inputs for the four-level switch circuit. At the beginning of each switch
cycle, the block receives a two-bit long logic vector read from the memory.
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Depending on the value of the word the block outputs a logic signal in one
of the four output ports which is synchronised with the enable signal from
the pulse-shaping block.
Input word {00} {01} {10} {11}
Output singnal channel |H〉 |A〉 |V 〉 |D〉
blk_mem_gen_0
Block Memory Generator
BRAM_PORTA
addra[19:0]
clka
douta[1:0]
rsta
CLOCK
shape_pulses_1
shape_pulses_v2_0
CLOCK
RESET
NEXT_ADDRESS[19:0]
ENABLE
PULSE
RESET Alice_EN
Alice_PULSE
Alice_D
Alice_H
EOM_switch_1
EOM_switch_v2_0
QRNG[1:0]
RESET
CLOCK
ENABLE
EOM_D
EOM_H
EOM_A
EOM_V
Alice_A
Alice_V
Bob_D
Bob_H
EOM_switch_0
EOM_switch_v2_0
QRNG[1:0]
RESET
CLOCK
ENABLE
EOM_D
EOM_H
EOM_A
EOM_V
Bob_A
shape_pulses_0
shape_pulses_v2_0
CLOCK
RESET
NEXT_ADDRESS[19:0]
ENABLE
PULSE
Bob_V
Bob_EN
Bob_PULSE
blk_mem_gen_1
Block Memory Generator
BRAM_PORTA
addra[19:0]
clka
douta[1:0]
rsta
Figure 6.6: Design schematic of the FPGA digital interface
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7
Summary and outlook
7.1 Summary
- In this thesis, I described the theory and operation of Rb-vapour room-
temperature quantum memories and their applications in quantum com-
munication.
- I set up two twin polarisation qubit sources which employ acousto-optic
modulators (aoms) for pulsing and electro-optic modulators (eoms) for
polarisation switching.
- I set up an interferometer to measure both classical and quantum interfer-
ence.
- I observed classical beat-note interference both with continuous waves and
pulses.
- I measured Hong-Ou-Mandel two-photon interference between two weak
coherent pulses produced by the sources, observing a HOM dip visibility of
12%.
- I measured the characteristics of pulses stored in the quantum memory,
particularly varying the storage time between 500ns− 2.8µs.
- I measured classical interference between a pulse stored in a quantum mem-
ory and a pulse delayed at the source.
- I designed a 4-level high-voltage switch to be used as a driver for the eoms,
and programmed an fpga to be used as a digital interface for the two
drivers, the two aoms and the detection setup.
- As a preliminary work, I studied and measured the propagation properties
of vortex beams carrying orbital angular momentum produced by q-plates,
their intensity distribution and wavefront.
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7.2 Outlook
The results presented in this thesis are a first step towards the integration of a Rb-
vapour room-temperature quantum memory in a measurement-device-independent
quantum key-distribution scheme to perform MA-MDI-QKD.
The QuantumFuture group in Padova and the QIT group in Stony Brook plan
to extend the collaboration, and I will continue working on this project as a PhD
student in the QuantumFuture group.
In this respect, this thesis is a work-in-progress and many improvements and
upgrades are possible and planned.
- A second quantum memory will be implemented in the channel which, for
this first experiment, was only delayed, so as to achieve fine control on the
overlap of the pulses and timing of the interference.
- The coherence (i.e. storage) time of the quantum memories is consider-
ably improved by using paraffin-coated cells, where the dephasing due to
collisions is reduced.
- Two extra detectors will be added to the interference setup to perform a
complete Bell-state measurement.
- Once the setup is optimised for single-photon operation, a crucial exper-
iment before the realisation of MA-MDI-QKD will be HOM interference
with two quantum memories.
- As for the random qubit sources needed for the QKD experiment, the cus-
tom high-voltage electronics designed for driving the eoms is delicate and
cannot handle switching frequencies higher that 30kHz. A more robust so-
lution, yet more expensive, would be to design a custom low-voltage switch,
and interface it with a high-voltage amplifier to achieve the correct driving
voltages for the eom.
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Figure 7.1: Upgrade of the experiement to perform MA-MDI-QKD
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A
Study of orbital angular momentum states
A.1 OAM states for Quantum Communication
Orbital angular momentum (OAM), together with spin angular momentum (SAM),
is an intrinsic property of light. From a classical point of view, in the paraxial
limit the two components can be readily associated to different properties of the
optical beam: the SAM is associated with the beam’s circular polarization content
while the OAM is associated with the helical structure of the optical wavefront
around the beam axis and with an optical vortex located on the beam axis.
The main motivation for the study of OAM states for quantum information and
quantum communication applications arises from the fact that the OAM value is
independent of the choice of coordinates and therefore, unlike polarisation encod-
ing, transmitter and receiver are not required to precisely align their references.
Moreover, whereas the photon’s SAM can only take two values, Sz = ±}, the
value of OAM per photon can assume any integer value multiple of }:
Lz = ±m} (A.1)
The OAM unit m also defines the phase variation of the wavefront, described by
the m-fold helix exp(imϕ), where ϕ is the azimuthal angle in the plane orthogonal
to the propagation axis. This higher dimensionality of the OAM states allows to
encode information in qudits, i.e., qubits of dimension d.
OAM states have already been used to realise free-space QKD links [14], but un-
fortunately, due to their higher divergence, the maximum distance of the channel
is constrained to a few km. As explained in Section ??, it is also more difficult
to correct any aberrations and distortions induced on the wavefront of an OAM
beam by atmospheric turbulence.
An interesting perspective would open from the study of the storage of OAM
states in a quantum memory. As explained in the following section, OAM beams
can be produced by conversion from SAM states, in a process called spin-to-
orbital-conversion (STOC). This transformation is unitary and can therefore be
reversed to re-obtain a SAM state with a fidelity as high as 98% [15].
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If indeed OAM states and their superpositions are preserved after propagation in
the medium and can be stored in a room-temperature atomic-vapour quantum
memory, this might allow a qubit-storage scheme alternative to the dual-rail
operation where the polarisation qubit is transformed in a superposition of OAM
states in a STOC process, and after retrieval from the quantum memory the
STOC is reversed to re-obtain a SAM state.
As a preliminary work, I studied and measured the propagation of OAM beams
generated by a q-plate.
A.2 Generation of OAM states with q-plates
q-plates are birefringent liquid crystal waveplates that exploit STOC to convert
a polarisation state into an orbital state. Specifically, q-plates induce a uniform
phase delay δ and orientation of the optical axis α that follows a pattern which
is a function of the polar coordinates in the transverse plane.
α = f(ρ, ϕ) (A.2)
The pattern exhibits a topological singularity of charge q = |l|
2
at the plate center.
In the formalism of Jones’ matrices, the transformation of the beam throught the
q-plate is described by:
T (ρ, ϕ) = cos
δ
2
[
1 0
0 1
]
+ i sin
δ
2
[
0 e−2if(ρ,ϕ)
e2if(ρ,ϕ) 0
]
(A.3)
For optimal tuning conditions δ = pi the STOC efficienty is 100% and for an input
l = 0 circularly polarised beam, the q-plate produces output with OAM content
l = 2q and inverted handedness of the polarization.
A.2.1 Alignment and tuning of the q-plate
The STOC conversion efficiency is enhanced by properly aligning the beam with
the q-plate and maximising the beam radius, so as to make the beam interact
with a larger area of the q-plate. It is also crucial that the beam be a TEM00
Gaussian mode.
The input laser beam at λ = 850nm was elliptic and affected by aberrations.
After coupling into a single-mode optical fiber, the output is filtered to produce
a Gaussian beam and by finely adjusting the position of an aspheric lens with
focal length f = 18.4mm placed at the output of the fiber it was possible to
produce a collimated beam with the waist W0 at the q-plate position. The beam
Waist radius W0 = (1.580± 0.002)mm
Rayleigh range z0 = (9.227± 0.028)m
Waist position z = 27mm
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polarisation was converted to circular with a polariser and quarter-waveplate λ/4
at 45◦: the relative visibility variation measured is ∼ 3%.
The alignment of the center of the q-plate with the axis of the beam was performed
by observing the q-plate output when placed between two orthogonal polarisers.
Figure A.1: q-plate between cross polarisers.
The q-plate can be finely tuned by applying a RF voltage modulation, without
which the output state would be a superposition of the converted and unconverted
beam:
|0, R〉 → cos(δ/2) |l, L〉+ sin(δ/2) |0, R〉 (A.4)
The optimal tuning condition (δ = 0) was found by transforming beam polar-
ization back to linear with λ/4 plate at 45◦ and introducing a PBS to separate
the |V 〉 unconverted component from the |H〉 OAM component. With the opti-
mal modulation, the power measured in the unconverted branch vanishes. The
optimal modulation was found to be a 2kHz sinewave with an amplitude of
V = 1.982V .
A.3 Circular beams and their properties
The intensity distribution of optical beams produced with a q-plate is not simply
described by Laguerre-Gauss beams, but is a more complex Circular Beam (CiB).
CiBξ,q0p,l (r, φ) = N
(
1 + ξ
q∗0
q0
) p
2
(
i
r
√
kz0
q0
)|l|
G(r)1F1
(
−p
2
, |l|+ 1; r
2
χ2
)
eilφ
(A.5)
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Figure A.2: Unconverted power as a function of the voltage applied to the q-plate:
the minimum corresponds to the optimal tuning.
where G(r) is the underlying Gaussian beam,aFb is the Generalised Hypergeo-
metric Function and N is a normalisation factor.
G(r) =
i
q0
√
kz0
pi
e
− ikr2
2q0 (A.6)
N = |l|!2F1
(
−p
2
,−p
∗
2
, |l|+ 1, |ξ|2
)−1/2
(A.7)
1
χ2
=
kz0ξ
q0
1
q0 + ξq∗0
(A.8)
With q-plate placed at the Gaussian beam waist: (∆→ 0)
• ξ = z0−i∆
z0+i∆
= 1
• ξ is invariant under propagation.
• p = −|l|
A.3.1 Radial intensity profile of vortex beams
Figure (A.3) shows the vortex beam intensity profile for different distances from
the q-plate. The radial symmetry of the profile was exploited to more efficiently
analyse its properties and reduce noise: the profiles were averaged over concentric
rings centered on the beam axis and compared to the prediction of the CiB model.
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(a) z = 50 mm (b) z=500mm
(c) z=1600mm (d) z=4300mm
Figure A.3: Intensity distribution of vortex beams at different distances
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Figure A.4: Comparison of cut and averaged profiles at z=500mm
A.3.2 Expansion in Laguerre-Gauss modes
The CiB beam solution can be written as a weighted superposition of an infinite
number of Laguerre-Gauss modes.
CiB
(ξ,q0)
p,l =
+∞∑
n=0
CnLG
(q0)
n,l (A.9)
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where the coefficients Cn in the case studied where ξ = 1, p = −|l| = −1 are
given by:
Cn = C0
1√
2n!
=
1√
2F1
[
1
2
, 1
2
, 2, 1
] · 1√
2n!
(A.10)
It has been demostrated in [16] that the CiB solution can also be expressed in
a form for which the expansion is optimised, i.e., it allows the series truncation
at lower values of n. This is achieved by shifting the beam parameter q0 of the
Laguerre-Gauss mode in the right-hand side of the expansion to:
q′0 = −d0 + iγoptz0 (A.11)
where γopt = 1/2 for l = 1, ξ = 1, p = −1.
CiB
(ξ,q0)
p,l =
+∞∑
n=0
C ′nLG
(q′0)
n,l (A.12)
The new coefficients are given by:
C ′n = C
′
0
1√
2n!
= 2
(
2
3
)3/2
C0 (A.13)
The experimental data was compared to the LG and opt-LG expansion models.
The data shows good with the CiB model. The root-mean-square-error (RMSE)
quantifies the deviation of the two approximations from the CiB solution. The
RMSE decreases increasing the number of modes considered in the expansion
and indeed the optimised expansion converges to the CiB solution much faster,
allowing a reduction of a factor of 102 on the number of modes to be included
in the series in order to obrain the same RMSE. Furthermore, increasing the
distance, fewer LG modes are needed to obtain a good approximation which
signifies that the CiB solution evolves towards a pure Laguerre-Gauss mode in
the far field.
A.3.3 Vortex radius, encircled-energy radius and diver-
gence
The most striking difference between LG and CiB beams is that the former are
modes, while the latter are not. This becomes clear when we examine the vortex
size, defined as the distance from the beam axis at which the intensity is 1/e2
the peak intensity in the main ring. Indeed, the vortex size of LG modes is fixed
along the propagation, while for CiB modes it evolves and grows as RV ∝
√
z.
The enclosed-energy radius REE is defined as the radius of the circle that contains
a fraction E0 = 1− 1/e2 of the total beam energy. A theorem on the divergence
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Figure A.7: Convergence of the models for z=500m, n=100 modes
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Figure A.9: Vortex radius as a function of the distance from the q-plate.
of Vortex beams [17] predicts:
ϑEE = lim
z→+∞
REE(z)
z
(A.14)
(A.15)
M2 =
2pi
λ
ϑEEmin(REE) (A.16)
≥ 1.8 + |l| (A.17)
The divergence was measured to be ϑEE = 4 · 10−4 while the beam-quality factor
is M2 = 3.99 > 2.8.
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Figure A.10: Enclosed-energy radius as a function of the distance from the q-plate
A.3.4 Imaging of the q-plate: Vortex closure
An optical imaging system was set up to measure the precise evolution of the
vortex size immediately after the q-plate. At the q-plate position, the vortex is
a phase singularity on the axis of a gaussian beam. The setup is composed of
two lenses: the 1st lens f1 = 50mm is placed at distance d1 = f1 from q-plate,
while the 2nd lens f2 = 200mm is placed at distance d2 = f1 + f2 from 1st lens,
so as to create a real image of the q-plate at a distance d3 = f2 from the 2nd
lens. The value of the focal length of the two lenses was chosen to achieve the
largest magnification possible and increase the resolution on the vortex size. The
minimum vortex diameter observed was rescaled to account for the magnification
factor of the optical imaging system and was calculated to be RV = 2 ± 1µm,
which is below the pixel dimension of 4.7µm of the sensor employed which would
be the limiting parameter without magnification.
A.4 OAM beam wavefront
The amplitude of an OAM beam LGl(ρ) is a superposition of Laguerre polyno-
mials. The wavefront is an l -fold helix, hence an on-axis phase discontinuity
arises.
Ψl(ρ, φ) = LGl(ρ)e
ilφ
A.4.1 Zernike Polynomials
A generic wavefront can be decomposed in a series of (orthogonal) Zernike polyno-
mials Zmn (ρ, ϑ) with each term corresponding to a particular physical aberration
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affecting the wavefront.
W (ρ, ϑ) =
∑
n,m
cmn Z
m
n (ρ, ϑ) (A.18)
Zernike polynomials{
Zmn (ρ, ϑ) = N
m
n R
|m|
n (ρ) cos(mϑ) for m ≥ 0
Zmn (ρ, ϑ) = −Nmn R|m|n (ρ) sin(mϑ) for m < 0
where Nmn
√
2(n+1)
1+δm0
, n ∈ N and m = {−n,−n+ 2,−n+ 4, . . . , n− 2, n} .
R
|m|
n (ρ) is the radial Zernike polynomial defined as:
R|m|n (ρ) =
(n−|m|)/2∑
s=0
(−1)s(n− s)!
s![0.5(n+ |m|)− s]![0.5(n− |m|)− s]!ρ
n−2s (A.19)
In the case of an OAM beam, the decomposition in Zernike terms requires an
infinite amount of Zernike terms in order to completely reconstruct the OAM
wavefront. However, it can be demonstrated that a pure OAM state has zero
projection on any Zmn mode if m=0 and from this [3] derived a hybrid basis to
decompose the wavefront of an OAM beam.
Indeed, since radial Zernikes Z0n are orthogonal to OAM modes, this means that
radial aberrations do not affect the OAM content of the beam. Conversely, az-
imuthal Zernikes Zmn are not orthogonal to OAM modes. and this means that
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Figure A.12: From [3]: Zernike projection of vortex l = 1. The piston term n = 0,
not shown completely, is equal to pi3/2 .
azimuthal aberrations can be mistakenly identified even for a pure unaberrated
OAM beam and conversely, azimuthal aberrations do affect the OAM content
of the beam, corresponding to a broadening of the OAM spectrum. Therefore,
Azimuthal Zernikes and OAM modes are a basis for the same subspace.
In the “hybrid” OAM-Zernike basis, the radial Zernikes and OAM modes can be
combined to form a complete orthogonal alternative basis [3] and describe the
OAM beam wavefront in presence of generic aberrations and/or a superposition
of different OAM states.
Ψ(ρ, φ) = LG(ρ) · ei[
∑
n,Even cnR
0
n(ρ)] ·
∑
l
dle
ilφ−iφl (A.20)
A possible application of this hybrid basis would be in the detection of OAM
states with a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor. By implement the new basis
in the modal reconstruction of the wavefront from the sensor’s data it would be
readily possible to identify the OAM spectrum.
The wavefront can be explicitly written as:
W (ρ, φ) = arg [Ψ(ρ, φ)] = arctan
[
sin (
∑
n bnR
0
n(ρ)) +
∑
l dl sin (lφ− φl)
cos (
∑
n bnR
0
n(ρ)) +
∑
l dl cos (lφ− φl)
]
(A.21)
Which can be approximated as follows in the case of a superposition of un-
aberrated OAM states.
W (ρ, φ) = arctan
[∑
l dl sin(lφ− φl)∑
l dl cos(lφ− φl)
]
(A.22)
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Instead, for a pure OAM state affected by aberrations Z =
∑
n bnR
0
n(ρ):
W (ρ, φ) = arctan
[
sin(Z) + sin(lφ− φl)
cos(Z) + cos(lφ− φl)
]
= arctan
[
2 sin
(
Z+lφ−φl
2
)
cos
(
Z−lφ+φl
2
)
2 cos
(
Z+lφ−φl
2
)
cos
(
Z−lφ+φl
2
)] = ∑n bnR0n(ρ) + lφ− φl
2
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